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Across the entire universe
of Celestron telescope
products, models in each
series are powered
exclusively by LO-COG®

brush-commutated DC
motors.

Example: Every NexStar®

GPS telecope (shown at
left) incorporates two
Pittman LO-COG Series
8000 motors.

Both motor assemblies
include a 22mm Pittman
ROSE™, or Reflective
Optical Sensing Encoder.
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NexStar is a registered trademark of Celestron
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PRODUCT PROFILE

LO-COG
®

26MM Brush

DC Motors

Pittman LO-COG® 26mm brush-
commutated DC motors feature 7-
slot skewed armatures for reduced
cogging and resin-impregnated
windings for enhanced reliability.

These smooth-running and quiet
iron core motors can serve as an
economical alternative to coreless
products.

Applications include data
storage, medical/biotech, semiconductor, automation, commercial aviation, hobby, and others
requiring high performance, long life, and reliability.

LO-COG 26mm brush motors (Series 8690™) are offered in three lengths (1.798”, 1.923”, and
2.173”) and can provide continuous torque output up to 3.17 oz-in, peak torque up to 20 oz-in, and
speeds up to 9,000 RPM.

Features include bonded neodymium iron boron magnets to promote enhanced operating
performance and diamond-turned commutators for maximum brush life.

An innovative cartridge brush assembly reduces audible and electrical noise and significantly
improves brush life by maintaining optimum brush force throughout the life of the motor.

LO-COG 26mm brush motors can be customized with optical encoders, custom cables, shaft
modifications, shaft-mounted pulleys and gears, ball bearings, RFI suppression components, and
other options to satisfy specific application requirements.

TECH TALK:
Cartridge Brushes
Pittman offers an innovative design advantage to curb
brush wear in brush-commutated DC motors.

Brushes are housed within a cartridge, which
utilizes torsion springs to ensure uniform brush force
over time.

The unique cartridge fits into the motor base and
consists of a two-piece, high-temperature plastic
assembly in which each of two brushes is seated
securely within its own precisely fitted slot.

The cartridge design effectively restricts the
brushes to what is essentially linear travel and further
provides for an ideal region of pressure (6-8 lbs. psi)
for the brushes to withstand the detrimental effects
of mechanical wear or electrical erosion.

PennEngineering (the corporate parent of
Pittman) has acquired Maelux SA and its sole
operating company, M.A.E. S.p.A. of Offanengo,
Italy.

M.A.E. is a well-respected European
manufacturer of stepper, brush, and brushless
DC motors.

According to Kenneth A. Swanstrom,
Chairman and CEO of PennEngineering, “The
M.A.E. acquisition is an excellent strategic
product fit for our Company.

"In addition," he adds, "Pittman now will have
a manufacturing site from which it can better
serve its European customers.  Conversely,
Pittman will be able to offer M.A.E.’s product line
to its U.S.- based customers.”

M.A.E. ACQUISITION
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Celestron Sets Sights on Quality

Continued on Page 4

A pioneer with 40 years of history in the telescope industry, Celestron
(Torrance, CA) squarely sets its sights on “quality.”

“We don’t just talk quality,” confirms Manishi Gupta, Vice President of
Engineering and Quality Assurance at Celestron.  “We actively design and
produce quality.”

For Celestron, the quest for quality influences every decision, including
those concerning the devices to be integrated into the complex telescope
systems.  Across the universe of Celestron telescope products, Gupta reports,
models in each series are powered exclusively by Pittman LO-COG® brush-
commutated DC motors.

“The motors in our telescopes play an important role both in product
functioning and aesthetics,” he adds. “Pittman motors consistently deliver
the necessary performance.”

A case in point is Celestron’s NexStar GPS series of telescopes (three
models offered in 8”, 9-1/4”, and 11” apertures).

For the first time in a commercial telescope this series combines an
integrated Global Positioning System with Schmidt-Cassegrain optics to create
the most advanced
telescope and ultimate
instrument in GoTo
technology on the
market today.

When users turn
on a NexStar telescope, an internal GPS receiver
links up and acquires information from orbiting GPS
satellites.  (No need for a user to enter date, time,
longitude, or latitude, or even know the position of
North.)  The system then automatically downloads
date and time, pinpoints the telescope’s exact
location on Earth, and orients itself with the sky.

A removable hand control enables instant
access to all NexStar functions, including access
to a wide range of catalogs with databases to
locate, track, or photograph more than 40,000
celestial objects ranging from nebulae and star
clusters to galaxies and planets.

Every NexStar GPS telescope utilizes two
Pittman LO-COG Series 8000 brush-
commutated DC motors to power drive
systems.

A 12V motor in the base drives the
telescope’s azimuth axis (rotating the
NexStar around the horizon) and a 12V
motor in the yoke drives the telescope’s
altitude axis (enabling up-and-down
movement).

Both motor assemblies include a

REAL-WORLD APPLICATION

Celestron's
NexStar GPS
Telescope

LO-COG®

Series 8000
Motor
Inside
Telescope
Yoke



343 Godshall Drive
Harleysville, PA 19438

Phones: 1-877-748-8626 (Toll Free in the U.S.) or 1-215-256-6601
Fax: 1-215-256-1338

Web Site: www.pittmannet.com

Founded in 1934, Pittman designs and manufactures brush-commutated and brushless DC servomotors
and gearmotors, as well as on-motor custom control electronics.  Pittman motor products are ideal for
applications including data storage, medical/biotech, semiconductor, automation, commercial aviation,
hobby, and others requiring high performance, long life, and reliability.

Brand-name motor products include the LO-COG® series of brush-commutated DC motors and gearmotors
and the ELCOM® series of brushless DC motors and gearmotors utilizing slotted and slotless design
technology.  All feature modular construction for customization with component options.  Every Pittman
motor product is subjected to automated testing prior to shipment.
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22mm Pittman ROSE (Reflective Optical
Sensing Encoder).

The encoder features a PC board
platform with surface-mount components
and a high-quality latching connector.  The
encoder’s sensor reads a photo-reflective
code disc mounted on a robust, precision-
machined aluminum hub.

These incremental,  non-contacting,
rotary-to-digital feedback devices translate
real-time shaft angle, speed, acceleration, and
direction of rotation to TTL-compatible outputs.
In the NexStar GPS application, the encoder’s
outputs are two-channel, in quadrature, with
256 CPR (counts per revolution).

“The encoders are essential for the required
motion-control accuracy and precision of our
application,” Gupta says.  “We gain an enhanced ability to control
the motor’s response when changing the telescope’s direction and speed.”

As astrophotographers can attest, telescopes must be able to operate at a
dynamic and exacting range of speeds, often imperceptible to the naked eye, as objects are
tracked and kept in the line of sight despite the constant motion of the stars.

“Motors driving the system must behave properly and effectively, regardless of speed or variation,”
Gupta notes.  “The Pittman motor package has proven highly reliable within our design and performance
criteria.”

When NexStar GPS telescopes were on the drawing board, designers at Celestron understood how a
motor could either benefit or burden their product’s overall design, operation, and performance.

“With a poor-quality motor,” Gupta explains, “it becomes harder to develop our own compatible control
systems, because more demands are placed on them.  Electrical noise further presents problems by affecting
the performance both of the motor and our own control systems.”

In addition to resolving these concerns, the Pittman LO-COG motors have operated soundlessly with no
audible noise, Gupta adds, “which sets the tone for a pleasant interactive experience we strive to create for
our customers."

Pittman
Motor
Inside
Telescope
Base
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